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P.5-6)explanation) 
 
Hiriyanna introduces poetry as an art form in the traditional Sanskrit and ancient Indian 
literature. According to him, this tradition is alluded as Dhvanishastra or dhvanyaloka. The 
sound of words were referred as Dhvani and hence the Shastra as dhvani.  
According to sanskrit poetics, Bhamha is the founder of this tradition. The other prominent 
representatives were Udbhuta Rudrat, Dandin and Vaman. 
The main point to note, according to Hiryanna is that even though the gunas and alamkaras 
formed the basis of these poems, this was not part of rasa or art experience theory. These were 
just grammatical structures of a poem as per philosophical arguments. The points about guns 
and alankara mattered more for the theory of literature in relation to the outward grammar of the 
poetry per se. 
Hence, Hiriyanna has brought forth his central thesis by distinguishing between navin and 
prachin poetry. Through this he will be able to re-construct theory of rasa as an experience of 
ananda comparable to Brahmananda.  
The prachin schools of Indian poetry emphasised on the outward decorative elements of poetry 
whereas in Hiriyanna’s understanding the navin schools through their emphasis on emotions 
made poetry an art form in relation to the theory of rasa. There are implicit and explicit 
meanings. The explicit meaning plainly means the literal meaning(shabda and artha). Old 
schools were Centred around the outward imaginative usage of the words and the new school, 
on the other hand stresses on the implicit.. emotional relevance. 
**** 
18/3/2020 
Read pages 7(second para) and 8th and 9th(just first para of it).  
 
 On p.7, Hiriyanna has stated in the last paragraph that the navin poetry and the altered ethical 
ideal (altered from the Vedic phase) that of seeking mukti, poetry also came to be associated 
with an express for both imaginative re/construction and giving aesthetic delight. Here in the 
nvin poetry, rasa(the delight) due to its emphasis on emotions becomes the atman or the 
essential truth of it. 
On p.8, he then elaborates the nature of Brahman or atma as ananda, and about a person 
trying to realise Brahman and becoming one with it. This realisation is blissful and one becomes 
jivan mukta. likewise, an emotional understanding of the art  gives one an aesthetic delight 
called rasa. 
 



Then let us discuss these for this class and if not clear then will continue in the next class 
tomorrow. 
 
The navin poems , according to Hiriyanna had an atman or soul which was delineated through 
emotions which related the reader and the poet through sadharanikarana. (Hiriyanna hasn’t 
used these terms here but implies them throughout this chapter and in chapters 2and 3 to 
explain rasananda). 


